Ciena was founded in 1994 by Grads to solve the problem of increasing network capacity affordably. Today, Ciena is a $3B juggernaut employing 5,700+ rock stars world-wide. Ciena is ranked #1 in North American Data Center Interconnect, Metro Optical Networking, Carrier Ethernet and Submarine Ultra Long Haul sales!

A differentiating area for Ciena is network automation. Ciena delivered some of the very first Software Defined Networking (SDN) and Network Function Virtualization (NFV) solutions. The organization runs networks for some of the world's largest companies - Google, Facebook, Microsoft, Amazon, ATT, Verizon, Comcast, J PMC, Goldman Sachs and the NYSE to name a few.

Commencing June 2018, Ciena is opening their doors to an elite group of high potential, new graduate systems/sales engineers for Full Time, permanent opportunities. If applying your Engineering Degree and Technical aptitude while developing and fostering meaningful relationships and driving business are your passion, we want you on board!